ERRATA

Volume 16, Number 2:

Page 65, line 43: for verkommenden read vorkommenden.

Page 66, line 33: The sentence beginning, "Two stars, P and Q..." should read: "Two stars, P and Q Cyg. are novae, but the letters P and Q were not reserved for novae or supernovae, as Pickering also accepted Lacaille's P and Q..."

Pages 65 - 70: There are a number of errors in the presence or absence of uumlauts and accents, as follow:
the name "Argelander" should have no uumlaut over the a: Argelander;
the name "Schonfeld" should have an uumlaut over the o: Schönfeld;
the name "Rumker" should have an uumlaut over the u: Rümker;
the name "Muller" should have an uumlaut over the u: Müller;
the word "fur" should have an uumlaut over the u: für;
the word "Handworterbuch" should have an uumlaut over the o:
Handwörterbuch;
the word "Veranderlichen" (page 68) should have an uumlaut over the a and should not be capitalized: veränderlichen;
the name "Duner" should have an accent aigu (´) over the e.

Pages 92 - 93: the vertical axes of Figures 2 - 4 should read as follows: 12 (top border), 13, 14, 15. The horizontal axes should read April - October of 1985, 1986, and 1987, respectively.

Page 167: HR R. E. HILL, OH 106-10 should read
HR C. J. HURLESS, OH 106-10.

Page 168: D. MASSIMO, ITALY should read M. DIONISI, ITALY.

Page 169: totals for C. E. SOCVIL should read 1181-593.

Page 170: totals for R. ZISSELL should read 1263-247.

Pages 166 - 170: The following observers were omitted from Table III:

BUI*H. BURILLIER, FRANCE 441
BEP&E. F. BUS, NETHERLANDS 10
HMR R. HAM, CO 2044- 3
HSG G. A. HANSON, AZ 541- 5
MBC B. McMILLAN, NC 637
MIB I. B. MEDIAS, NORWAY 425
SEN&P. SERNE, NETHERLANDS 309
SVY N. SEVERYN, BELGIUM 21